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“The most empathetic Zoom meeting I had thus far.”
The field of visual arts, like most other
public and private sectors, has experienced an accelerated digitalization during
the COVID-19 crisis. Some initiatives have
been characterized by their adaptation
of existing technologies in response
to the closing of museums, the lack of
physical contact, communication and
interaction between artists, curators and
the public. Art-werk’s live collaborative
free masterclass “Breaking Patterns,”
conceived by Bernard Vienat, was created
with this aim in mind: to use recent digital
sharing and communication techniques to
promote artistic mediation and creation.
For the first series of five sessions,
more than 250 participants residing in
nearly 20 different countries were able
to communicate and co-create with
renowned artists, curators and musicians
via Zoom. In addition, spectators followed
the first part of each session, usually
discussions between artist and curator,
that were broadcast live on the art-werk
website, Youtube channel and Facebook
page.
If this element of the masterclasses
echoes the solutions that some museums
proposed during the crisis, it is above
all the second part of these workshops,
entirely participatory, that diverges from
the classic online mediation strategy of
the arts.
Each artist and curator invited for a Breaking Patterns session developed a question
and an activity related to the artist’s
work and the current political situation
with the art-werk team. From there, the
participants, gathered in groups of four
in virtual rooms, were able to exchange
and produce a collaborative or singular
artwork, ranging from photography and
film to performance. During the thirty
to forty minutes allocated to this central
phase of the workshop, the artists and
curators visited the different groups in
order to dialog with the participants.
In addition to direct contact, this small
group format allowed the audience,
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artists and curators, sometimes from very
different cultural, economic or geographic
backgrounds, to meet each other for the
first time.
Reflecting their diverse practices and the
subjects they address, the artists took
heterogeneous approaches to this new
medium. Uriel Orlow and Basim Magdy,
in close contact with their sessions’
guest curators – Andrea Thal and Irene
Campolmi, respectively – revisited their
recent films to offer poetic and political
activities that integrated questions of
botany, intellectual property and forms of
expression in the face of intercommunity
violence. Isabelle Lewis specially adapted
one of her performances to a digital
format for Breaking Patterns. Rather than
focusing on physically present bodies,
she addressed the relationship between
the individuals and their mediated images
on screen, using music and movement
in front of the webcam. Christina
Hemauer and Roman Keller integrated,
as did Jonathan Delachaux, the public
in their research process to create a
new work of art; Hemauer and Keller
initiated a conceptual work based on an
audience-sourced hypothetical article
of the constitution; Delachaux prepared
questions that lead to suggestions for
his fictional world: a floating archipelago
with an economic system that would
have banished money. The participants
were tasked with imagining, drawing, and
narrating peripheric islands.
Due to the specific format chosen by
each artist and the experimental nature
of the digital medium, a major emphasis
was placed on both video and textual
documentation. The edited films from
each session are accessible on artwerk’s website and Youtube channel. The
exercises and recordings given by the
artists are archived with the photographs,
videos, and poems submitted by the
participants. This set could be the subject
of a publication in case art-werk can
continue this project for a second and
third season.

Breaking Patterns demonstrates that the
mediation of visual art can benefit from digital
technology to break down geographical
boundaries, integrate individuals who cannot
physically visit an exhibition space, offer a
participatory format and even propose a new
medium for artistic creation. Besides providing
an escape from one’s daily reality, these
workshops were an opportunity to address
significant political issues, to create, to reflect
together on future perspectives but also to offer
a more personal and intimate approach to artistic
practices and actors of contemporary art: a free,
innovative, productive experience that we want
to continue to provide to the public.

258 participants live from four continents:
(Cities of residence in %)
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5 Masterclasses
15 artists/curators/musicians’ guests:
Uriel Orlow (CH live from Lisbon), Andrea Thal
(CH live from Cairo), João Orecchia (ZA, live from
Johanesburg), Christina Hemauer/Roman Keller
(CH live from Zürich), Mirjam Varadinis (CH live
from Zürich), Jurczok 1001 (CH live from Zürich),
Basim Magdy (EG live from Basel), Irene Campolmi
(IT live from Toscani), Jonathan Delachaux (CH
live from Geneva), Séverine Cattin (CH live from
Neuchâtel), Julien Israelian (CH live from Geneva),
Isabel Lewis (DO live from Berlin), Thea Reifler /
Philipp Bergmann (DE live from Berlin).
5 Youtube videos
5 Webpages
2 newsletters
38 Social Media posts
3 communication cooperations with Swiss and
international institutions: La Loge (Brussels),
Kunsthalle Mainz, Museum of Fine arts (Le Locle)
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Learning with Plants: Non-Extractive Practices.
Breaking Patterns #1 with Uriel Orlow and Andrea
Thal (CiC Cairo), João Renato Orecchia Zúñiga (live
concert) – 21.05.2020. 19:00
What lessons can we learn from plants and their medicinal powers? Artist Uriel Orlow
(Lisbon/London/Zürich) and curator Andrea Thal (CiC Cairo) prepared a mission for
the participants of the masterclass that led them to share in small groups (in the socalled breakout rooms) their intimate experiences with plants, which resulted in a
series of drawings, photographs and narratives. To introduce this activity and partial
live broadcast Orlow and Thal began the session by drawing on the artistic strategies
linked to Orlow’s recent works Learning from Artemisia and Imbizo Ka Mafavuke. The
session began and ended with a concert by João Orecchia live from his apartment in
Johannesburg.

Breaking Patterns #1, Uriel Orlow, screenshot Zoom

Uriel Orlow, Learning from Artemisia, 2019-2020, 3-channel HD
video with sound, 15’, painting, photographs, installation view La
Loge, Brussels. Photo: Lola Pertsowsky, screenshot Zoom
Breaking Patterns #1, Andrea Thal, screenshot Zoom

DOCUMENTATION:
https://www.art-werk.ch/en/workshops/breaking-patterns/
urielorlowandreathaljoaoorecchia
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/vQ_dDsYKt9A

Breaking Patterns #1, João Renato Orecchia Zúñiga,
screenshot Zoom
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Breaking Patterns #2, Hemauer/Keller, screenshot Zoom

Breaking Patterns #2, Hemauer/Keller, presentation
screenshot Zoom

Breaking Patterns #2, Mirjam Varadinis, screenshot Zoom

Breaking Patterns #2, Jurczok 1001 teaching Beat boxing to
participnats, screenshot Youtube

Why the Color of the Sky Matters.
Breaking Patterns #2 with Christina Hemauer and
Roman Keller, Mirjam Varadinis (Kunsthaus Zürich)
and Jurczok 1001 (Live Concert) – 28.05.2020. 19:00
During the COVID-19 local lockdowns, from Beijing to Milan, there were reports that
the sky was of an unprecedented blue. The color of the sky can be seen both as an
aesthetic and a political topic. Asking if we don’t want to go back to the old normal,
what kind of measures can we take?, Zurich based artists Christina Hemauer and
Roman Keller began by presenting in conversation with Mirjam Varadinis (curator of
Kunsthaus Zürich and manifesta 12) a conceptual multimedia research project they
started four years ago which questions how much the color of the sky changes as
a consequence of climate change and pollution. They then invited the audience in
small groups to virtual rooms to imagine a “supreme article” which could be added
to the constitution of each country where the participants came from and offered the
participants the freedom to represent it in the medium of their choice. Why couldn’t a
constitution article be a smell or a color?
DOCUMENTATION:
https://www.art-werk.ch/fr/workshops/breaking-patterns/
christina-hemauer-roman-keller-mirjam-varadinis-jurczok
VIDEO:
https://youtu.be/LgiwvrL7yso
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Magnetic Poetry.
Breaking Patterns #3 with Basim Magdy and Irene
Campolmi – 04.06.2020. 19:00
In the third Breaking Patterns, artist Basim Magdy, in conversation with curator Irene
Campolmi, reflected on the possibilities of visual poetry obtained by juxtaposing
diverse contexts into a fictional narrative. Revisiting Magdy’s research and his recent
film M.A.G.N.E.T, in which he developed a way to combine poetry, image and sound
introduced the challenge they planned for the participants: designing fictional
narratives using seemingly disparate keywords – magnetic poetry. These narratives
could be presented as text, poetry, series of images or any unusual medium or
format the participant groups agreed upon. You will be especially able to discover an
example of one of these group creations from the minute 48:30 onwards. A group of
four participants, meeting for the first time, managed in thirty minutes to conceive a
performance with live music, dance and poetry.

Basim Magdy, M .A . G . N . E . T, 2019, Super 16mm film
transferred to Full HD. Color and Black and White, 21 min.
Commissioned by MAAT Museum of Art, Architecture and
Technology, Lisbon

Breaking Patterns #3, Basim Magdy, screenshot Zoom

Breaking Patterns #3, presentation of the work realized in
group, screenshot Zoom

DOCUMENTATION:
https://www.art-werk.ch/fr/workshops/breaking-patterns/
basim-magdy-irene-campolmi-magnetic-poetry
VIDEO:
https://youtu.be/mWVwFoTvjVs
Breaking Patterns #3, Irene Campolmi, screenshot Zoom
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Breaking Patterns #4 Uriel Orlow, screenshot Zoom

Jonathan Delachaux, 10a Rue du Théâtre Booléen (view
by night), 2019, 40 x 60 cm, acryl and phosphorescent
pigments on aluminium

Breaking Patterns #4, Tchan-Zâcha, screenshot wiki

Breaking Patterns #4, participant presents fictional island
created in Break out Room, screenshot Zoom

World Building. Breaking Patterns #4 with Jonathan
Delachaux, Séverine Cattin, and Julien Israelian (live
concert) – 16.06.2020. 19:00 (in French)
The recent lockdown forced a moment of reflection on Western living conditions,
inequalities exposed by the quarantine, and the potential relief that such a moment
might provide for the global environment. Many realized that they didn’t need to fly as
much, or to consume as intensely. But how can we imagine continuing to change this
destructive and unsustainable economic system when the global mechanisms fully
restart? As an introduction to this fourth session of Breaking Patterns (this time in
French), the artist Jonathan Delachaux presented his studio and his fictional island
Tchan-Zâcha, which he programs in virtual reality before representing it with paintings.
Then, as a second premise to the activity created by Delachaux for the participants,
Séverine Cattin, curator of the Musée des Beaux-Arts du Locle (MBAL), described the
artistic universe and the origins of the fictional characters that recur in the artist’s
pictorial works and installations. Starting from Delachaux’s idea of a floating archipelago
with a utopian political-economic system, the participants then met in small groups in
virtual rooms (breakout rooms) to collectively dream or nightmare about alternative
forms of life on these islands. This resulted in drawings, writings and intense moments
of laughter and exchange in the breakout rooms, recounted by the participants in the
video documentation.
DOCUMENTATION:
https://www.art-werk.ch/en/workshops/breaking-patterns/
jonathan-delachaux-world-building
VIDEO:
https://youtu.be/wo1OfOgiQJk
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Erotic Sociability (for Webcam).
Breaking Patterns #5 with Isabel Lewis and Thea
Reifler / Philipp Bergmann (Shedhalle Zürich) –
25.06.2020. 19:00
In the fifth Breaking Patterns, performance artist Isabel Lewis adapted her practice
for the digital and invited participants to discover their environment by smelling, approaching and playing with their webcams, scrutinizing the technological surfaces,
and engaging with another user by stripping in private. Lewis framed the session with
a lecture accompanied by music in which she laid out Roslyn Bologh’s feminist theory
of erotic sociability. With that vantage point, Lewis developed the concept of the “unambitious stripper.”

Breaking Patterns #5, Isabel Lewis, screenshot Zoom

Breaking Patterns #5, Isabel Lewis, participants dancing,
screenshot Youtube

Breaking Patterns #1, participant sharing experience,
screenshot Zoom

Breaking Patterns #5, Isabel Lewis, Thea Reifler and
Philipp Bergmann dancing, screenshot Zoom
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DOCUMENTATION:
https://www.art-werk.ch/en/workshops/breaking-patterns/
isabel-lewis-thea-reifler-philipp-bergmann
VIDEO:
https://youtu.be/3tJ0HeFjufo
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